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The menu of Copa Vida from San Marcos includes 19 menus. On average, menus or drinks on the menu cost
about $5.8. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Copa Vida:

really beautiful location. cappuccino is tasty and beautifully made (and immediately drinkable not over heated the
baristas are friendly and learn their drinks quickly. cappuccino and chocolate croissant. my guilty pleasure. my
only suggestion is an earlier open time so I can enjoy it on days that I don't work from home. read more. The
place also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in pleasant weather, And into the accessible

rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Copa
Vida:

they were looking for a nice quiet place to work. the wifi is good, but it is not calm. the high ceilings and the lack
of anything that absorbs sound means every time they grind coffee beans or use a vacuum, it is extremely loud. I

went with a friend and we couldn't even hear each other talking. the stands are comfortable but too low for the
tables. the drinks are expensive. the only reason I didn't underestimate it... read more. In case you're craving

some fiery South American cuisine, you're in the right place: delicious menus, prepared with fish, seafood, and
meat, but also corn, beans, and potatoes are on the menu, The visitors of the restaurant also appreciate the
large selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has to offer. If you decide to come for
breakfast, a versatile brunch is ready for you, and you can try scrumptious American dishes like Burger or

Barbecue.
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Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
BURRITO

Sandwiche�
SALAMI FOCACCIA SANDWICH $9.0

Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

Sweet� & Dessert�
CHOCOLATE CROISSANT

Focacci� Sandwiche�
SPROUTED DELIGHT $9.0

Drink�
DRINKS

Specialit� Beverage�
COLD BREW

Col� Brew Te�
GARDEN OF EDEN BREW TEA $4.0

Brew Te�
HIBISCUS COOLER BREW TEA $4.0

Loade� Toas�
ALMOND BUTTER TOAST $8.0

Super Food�
AVOCADO TOAST $8.5

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHOCOLATE

Ho� drink�
MACCHIATO $3.8

TEA

Ho� Coffe�
GO COFFEE $3.8

ENJOY COFFEE $4.5

Coffe�
ESPRESSO $3.3

CAPPUCCINO

COFFEE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00 -15:00
Tuesday 07:00 -15:00
Wednesday 07:00 -15:00
Thursday 07:00 -15:00
Friday 07:00 -15:00
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